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Brave Spirits on New Paths: 
Toward a Globally Relevant Paradigm of 
Indigenous E ntrepreneurship Research 

Kevin Hindle, Australian Graduate School of Entrepreneurship, 
Swinburne University of Tcchnology 

Michele Lansdowne, Salish Kootenai College 

ABSTRACT. This is the first study in a series aimed at strengthening research in the emerging field of 
Indigenous cnlrt:prencurship. A literature survey revealed two dominanl1h.cmes: Ihe need to reconcile tradition 
wilh. innovation and Ihe need to understand how Indigenous world-vicws and values impaci upon enterprise. 
Four relevant theoretical context, guided an empirical inve,tigation employing depth interviews with 40 ,elect
ed opinion leaders representing IWO cultures: Indigenous Australian and American Indian. Data evaluation cui. 
minated in the ronnal articulation of a paradigm for Indigenous entrepreneurship rcsearch. Discussion focusl'd 
on utility ofthc paradigm and future researeh directions. 

SOMMA IRE. II sOagit ici de [a premiere d ' llne serie d 'etudes visam it eonso[ider b nx:herehe dans Ie domaine 
naissam de ['entrcprencurim indigenc. Une enquetc bib[iographique a revere deux themes dominants: Ie bcsoin 
de reconci tier tradilion CI innovation, ct [c bcsoin de comprcndre [' impact dcs perspectivcs CI va[curs indigene, 
sur ['cntreprisc, Qualrc contcxlcs lheoriqucs pertinent, ont guide une invcsligalion cmpirique basi'C sur de, 
enlrevues en profondeur avec 40 prescripleurs choisis JXlur ft.'presenter deux eulluft.-s: aborigt'me auSlralienne el 
amcrindienne_ L'cvaluation dcs donnees a conduit it I'articulation dOun paradigme pour !a recherehe en emre
preneuriat indigene. La discussion sc eoncemre sur ['ulililC du paradigmc e\ sur les futures dinx:tions de 
nx:herehe. 

'.nlroduclion 

Thi s paper reports a quest to articulate a globally relevant research paradigm of 
Indigenous entrepreneurship. In this field , there is an expanding volume of activity in at 
least five areas: journalistic investigation (we have assembled a database of over 800 non
refereed periodical articles on American Indian entrepreneurship alone); government pol+ 
icy and program creation; attention from the established business community (Allen 
Consulting, 200 1); academic investigation (Anderson, 2002); and, most importantly, by 
Indigenous communities and leaders (Daly, 1994; Hunter, 1999; Pearson, 1999; Trudgen, 
2001 ). The absence of an explicit, globally relevant, research paradigm prevents the 
achievement of both cumulative effects accruing to research efforts and useful compari
son between various poli cy and program initiatives. We can no longer avoid the funda
mental , research paradi gm questions: What are the boundaries of this field? What should 
be studied within it? 

In all nati ons with significant Indigenous minorities, the economic and social depri
vation of Lndigenous peoples has long been of deep policy concern, but both debate and 
admini stration of the issues-particularly the welfare issue-have not been in 
Indi genous control. Whether the intentions of non-Indi genous governance and aid agen
cies have been malicious or benign, the result of taking responsibility out of Indigenous 
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hands has resulted in a handout culture (Pearsoll, 1999). Stimulation oflndigenous entre
preneurship has the potential to repair much of the damage through creation of an enter
prise culture, which full y respects Indi genous traditi ons but empowers Indi genous people 
as economic agents in a globally competitive modem world. Indigenous entrepreneurship 
research should and will quickly emerge as one of the most important fields within the 
discipline of entrepreneurship. However, it is a front ier area that badly needs a map. 

Defillitioll of Key Terms 

A 1I(llioll is a cultural/erritory made up of cOlI/lll ullilies of individuals who see 
Ihemse/ws as "olle people" Oil tfle basis of COIIIIIIOI! tIllcestry. history. sode/y. 
instill/fiollS, ideolog)" language, ferritor)'. alld often religiol/. A person is bom 
inlO a specific 1I01iol1. (Nei!schmann 1994: 226) 

A state is a centralized political s),slelll It'ithill illfematiollal legal boundaries 
recognized b)' olher slates. Fllrlher. it uses a civilioll-mililary hlirellllcroc), 10 
establish one gm'em lllellt alld to ellforce olle SCI ofillstilllliolls and lall'S. Il/)'p
iClll/), has aile 10l/glloge. one econolll)'. one cloilll over all resources. one Cllr
rency. olle jlag. nnd sometimes olle religiol/. (Neitschmann 1994: 226) 

Indigenous people. The convention observed in this paper is to use a capital " I" fo r 
every use of the word " Indigenous." Australia has two groups of Indigenous people: 
Aborigi nals and Torres Strait Islanders. The basis of classification was given in a High 
Court judgment in the case of Commonwealth v Tasmania ( 1983) 46 ALR 625. An 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is a person of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
descent who identifi es as an Aborigi nal or Torres Strait Islander and is accepted as such 
by the community in which he or she lives. Essentially, various United States agencies 
a lso use sel f- identification to detemline Indigenous status for members of the 500 Indian 
nations. 

We define Indigenous entrepreneurship as the creation, management and development 
of new ventures by Indigenous people for the benefit of Indigenous people. The organi 
zations thus created can pe rtain to either the private, public or non-profit sectors. The 
desired and achi eved benefits of venturing can range from the narrow view of economic 
profit fo r a si ng le individual to the broad view of multiple, social and economic advan
tages for entire communiti es. Outcomes and entitlements derived from Indigenous entre
preneurship may extend to enterprise partners and stakeholders who may be non
Indigenous. 

A paradigm is made up of Ihe general theore/ical assumptions alld laws and 
technique~' for their application thm melllbers of a particular scientific COIIIIIIU
nit)'adopt. (Chalmers 1984: 90) 

A research pllradigm provide.\' a telllplate agaim'tll'hich all)' study purporting to 
belong 10 a field 11/0)' be assessed and. It'ith reference 10 which. produc/ive COII/
parisons bet"wen stlldies 1110), be lIIiIlle. (Hindle 2002) 

Dominant Themes from a Diverse Literature 

Canada may justifiably be acclaimed as the world's most advanced state in policy-mak
ing, enterprise development and research in the fi eld of lndigenous entrepreneurship. 
Canada pioneered the granting of high levels of governmental autonomy to Indigenous 
nations within the borders ofa mainstream state. The First Nations Advantage Credit Union 
is a world leader (Allen Consulting, 2001 ; Guly, 1998). The world 's first PhD in the fi eld 
was completed by a Canadian, Leo-Paul Dana (Dana, 1995). Canadian publishing house, 
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Coptus Press, has the world 's most extensive specialist catalogue of works specifically 
dedicated to Indigenous entrepreneurship. Canada houses the journal currently most rele
vant to the field, the Journal of Aboriginal Economic Dewlopmenr. 

Globally, much interesting work is emerging. A.Jl initial search driven by obvious key 
words revealed 31 studies, which might qualify as refereed research containing a signifi
cant emphasis on Indigenous entrepreneurship. The growing volume of what might be 
classified as "Indigenous entrepreneurship literature" is not yet matched by any strongly 
emergent S/Illc /ure in that literature. Studies did not build on one another or refer to one 
another. Most studies seemingly "start from scratch." However, two related themes are 
strongly evident in the literature. 

Recollciling Traditiol/ witiJ IIII/ovation 

Modern entrepreneurship is focused upon the commercialization of innovation. A 
prime motive in all Indigenous nations ' desires for self-detennination is preservation of 
heritage. The superficial temptation is to classify the Indigenous heritage orientation as 
"looking back" and contrast it with the mainstream entrepreneurship ethic of"looking for
ward." This is a false dichotomy but a real impediment to creating well-grounded study 
and execution ofl ndigenous enterprise. The challenge is to understand the dynamic poten
tial inherent in heritage, not simply regard it as a roadblock to future-oriented commercial 
development. 

The fI"IJOrtall£·e of U"derstandillg Nlm-mailutream WlJrld- ~'iews and Vallle~· 

We will address the world-view and values issues in greater detail in subsequent sec
tions of the paper. 

Relevant Theoretical Contexts 

As a predicate to empirical research design, we drew insight from four theoretical 
domains: fourth world theory; Whetten 's hybrid theory; va lue theory; and the Global 
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GErvt) model. 

Fourth world theory (Neitschmann, 1994; Seton, 1999) focuses on the formidab le 
cha llenge that the durable but depressed existence of I ndigenous nations poses to a world 
where thought and action have been dominated by states possessing a single, mainstream 
culture. Fourth World Journal is availab le online. 

David A. Whetten is renowned as a pioneer in the field of organizational identity. A 
lesser-known component of his scholarship may be called Wheflen s hybrid theOlY 
(Whetten, 2002). Elements from two primary social institutions-such as church, educa
tion, government, business, military, family-may be crossbred to produce a hybrid 
organization. The essence of the hybrid duality is always the existence of paradox between 
ideology and instrumentality. A good example is "family business"-where "family" is a 
largely ideological concept and "business" is far more instrumental. Indigenous (ideolog~ 
ical component) entrepreneurship (instrumenta l component) may be regarded as a hybrid 
phenomenon. Whetten 's theory offers practical strategies for fostering coherence among 
high ly incompatible identity elements. 

Value theOlY has been a mainstream concern of economics since the 18th century and 
includes a seminal debate between advocates and opponents of state re-distributive activ
ity. The focus of disagreement centers on the opposed views of Rawls' Original Position 
argument (1972 and 1975) in favor of a re-distributive role for government and Nozick's 
Theory of Justice in Distribution ( 1974), which rejects such a role. The overwhelming 
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failure of government Indigenous welfare programs (Pearson, 1999: passim) is strong 
evidence that Rawls has lost the argument. Unfortunately, neither Nozick specifically, lIor 
value theory generally, supply any practical guidelines for either research or policy-mak
ing. In order to study the field of Indigenous entrepreneurship better, we need not "value 
theory"---economic singular-but a theory of vallies-hulllan plural. 

Values, as an issue for the field of sociology, was firsl raised by Hutcheon who noted 
that "American sociology has tended to develop in isolation from the humanities, and in 
the fonn of a highly specialized technique rather than as a broad, philosophically and his
torically sophisticated perspecti ve for the study of humanity" (Hutcheon, 1972: 177). In 
common with sociology, entrepreneurship research has shown scant interest in values. It 
has been isolated from the humanities. The discipline's commendable concern for techni
cal excellence in quantitati ve methodology may have come at the expense of philosophi
cal and historical sophistication. In her most recent book, Hutcheon revisits the values 
issue and concludes that, if we are ever going to solve the p roblems of society, we must 
understand how humans function as both the "creators and creatures of an evolving cul
ture" (Hutcheon, 1999). Richard Tnldgen argues that mutual misunderstanding of values 
is at the hean of most problems between Indigenous and mainstream cultures (Tmdgen, 
2001: 68- \36). 

All three relevant theoretical contexts converge on one practical necessity: 
Indigenous people themselves must create the paradigm of Indigenous entrepreneurship. 
It cannot be thmst upon them by non- Indigenous scholars as just one more imposition of 
the dominant culture. Fonunately, there is a generic research method for facilitating this 
outcome. It involves distilling the collective wisdom of opinion leaders using depth inter
views (Jones, 1985a; Jones, 1985b). Funhemlore, there is a specific, tested application 
of the technique in the field of entrepreneurship. The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 
(GEM) project (Reynolds et aI. , 2001) provides, for our intended study, both its fourth 
theoretical context and a tested method of effective depth interviewing to generate 
insights on entrepreneurship. 

Empirical Research Design 

At a broad level of purpose-focused methodological classification, the empirical com
ponent of this study is a blend of ethnography (Cresswell, 1994: II) and grounded theo
ry (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; passim). Its fundamental purpose was to understand the rela
tionship between behavior and culture (the rea lm of ethnography) in order to detemline 
the domain of a field linking participants' perspectives to general social science theory 
(the rea lm of grounded theory). 

Our empirical research objective was to discover and articulate the essential elements, 
boundaries and laws describing a paradigm of Indigenous entrepreneurship research from 
the consensus elements contained in the discourse of 40, purposively chosen, individua l
ly interviewed experts representing two different cu ltural traditions. 

Between December 200 I and April 2002, 40 semi-stmctured depth interviews were 
conducted: 20 in Australia and 20 in the USA. If similar patterns of opinion could be 
detected among representatives of such strongly distinct Indigenous traditions, the claim 
for global relevance of any discoveries would be enhanced. On the grounds that 
Indigenous enterprise could not avoid interface with mainstream enterprise, it seemed 
appropriate to include a minority of non- Indigenous respondents knowledgeable in the 
field . We arbitrarily detennined that a minimum of 28 interviews (70010) should be with 
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respondents of Indigenous status. Every respondent-Indigenous or non- Indigenous
had to possess credentials recognized in both the mainstream state and at least one 
Indigenous nation as a person knowledgeable in and respected for: 

• 

• 

their wisdom about general, fundamental issues affecting Indigenous development in 
at least one major community; 

their deep knowledge of and experience in mainstream government policy and pro
grams affecting Indigenous people; and 

• their knowledge of the technical and managerial issues relevant to entrepreneurship, 
startup, business development and business success in mainstream culture. 

Our investigation was conducted using an operationalization of an aspect of the GEM 
research model (Reynolds et aI. , 2(01). The GEM model postulates, and the interview 
structure util izes, nine "entrepreneurial framework conditions": financial support; gov
ernment policies; government programs; education and training; R&D transfer; commer
cial infrastructure; internal market openness; access 10 physical infrastructure; and cultur
al and social noms. These describe the most salient features of the opportunity and moti
vational en vironment in which would-be entrepreneurs create and develop their ventures. 
Construct validity and reliability of results were strengthened by detailed research proto
cols, archi val regimes and adherence to Hindle and Rushworth's (2001) preference that 
respondents not be cloaked in anonymity. All respondent s stand willing to repeat the 
views contained in their depth interviews in open forums , including media interviews. 
Many are prominent national and international figures (including the Chainnan of the 
Finance Committee of the US senate, the deputy leader of the Northern Territory govern
ment, and Indigenous leaders with global reputations). Space constraints alone prevent 
our supplying a full list of respondents and their affiliations as an appendix. Bona fide 
scholars can contact us for access to original interviews. 

Analytical techniques employed included cognitive mapping (Jones, 1985b: 59- 67), 
content analysis (Krippendorf, 1980: passim) and appropriate techniques of statistical 
description, especially iterative cross-tabulation of coded data. All of these techniques 
were employed as tools in the service of "the constant comparative method" (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967: passim). Finally, we selected a foma] framework for reporting our find
ings. Hindle has developed a conceptualization of and system for the articulation of any 
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research paradigm (Hindle, 1997; Legge and Hindle, 1997; Hindle, 2002). He demon
strates that the research paradigm for any area of science can be succinctly presented as a 
matrix, illustrated in Figure I, where the colunms universally represent the four key ingre
dients conunon to every paradigm (Kuhn, 1970) and the rows specifically represent the 
" elemental issues" of the particular field that is under scrutiny (Hindle, 1997, 2002). 
Laws, success rules and instrumentation requirements are accordingly located in "boxes" 
described by the intersection of rows and columns. 

An "elemental issue" (see Figure 1) is defined as "an issue so fundamental to effective 
study of the field that it musl be present (implicitly or explicitly) in every study that can 
claim to belong to the field" (Hindle, 2002). In this study, we limited our analytical atten
tion to the attempt to do three things: (I) to discover the paradigm's elemental issues; (2) 
to determine its boundaries; and (3) to determine its laws. No attempts to postulate suc
cess rules or instrumentation requirements were made. These are tasks for future studies. 

Findings 

A ll E).·aIllIJle of Early S tage Pattern E).p /o ratioll 

Table I is just one example of the many exploratory cross-tabulations used in the early 
stages of our analysis. It employs GEM classification codes (see above) as a "first round" 
method of aggregating respondents ' opinions concerning the "most important issue" in the 
field of Indigenous entrepreneurship. Even at this early stage of the pattern matching 
process, it was possible to observe the great importance attached to the issues coded under 
the general heading " cultural and social nornlS" and its conunonality to both Australian 
and American respondents. Differences in emphasis are also apparent in the table (Chi
squared analysis could nOI be used because the table contains some cells with counts less 
than 5). To facilitate insight as analysis progressed, we generated, among other techniques 
of content analysis and pattern matching, many such cross-tabulations. They involved 
crossing a variety of respondent sub-divisions in the columns (e.g., sex, indigenous status, 
degree of tribal connection, et cetera) with various codings of data communication blocs 
in the rows (e.g., abstract idea, concrete example, degree of local focus, standard "GEM" 
code, et cetera). 

Table 1. Example of a first round cod ing cluster of ""most important issuc." 

Australian American Total 
Cultural & Social Norms 9 45% 10 50% 19 48% 

Education and Training 1 5% 7 35% 8 20% 

Financ ial Support 2 10% 2 10% 4 10% 

Other 4 20% 4 10% 

Combination ofcategories 2 10% 2 5% 

Government Policies 1 5% 1 3% 

Commerc. & Prof. Infrastucture 1 5% 1 3% 

Internal Market Openness 1 5% 1 3% 

Total 20 100% 20 100% 40 100% 
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Middle Stage Emergellt Themes 

A major emergent theme, with many ramifications, was the degree to which heritage 
was important in an enterprise. How much or how little Indigenous character or involve
ment qualified an enterprise to be called "Indigenous"? Clearly, a business whose mission 
was to sell selected traditional art-works and having an all-Indigenous board and man
agement would qualify. But what about a casino, cmploying a majority of non-Indigenous 
labor? Nothing in Indian tradition supports such a venture. Its right to operate results from 
a statute in mainstream law. What distinguishes it from any mainstream, profit-oriented 
enterprise? 

A theme pervading many interviews was the need to deal with what might be called 
the " individuality versus collectivity paradox." There is undoubted need for a large meas
ure of individuality if any process deserves the adjective "entrepreneurial." 
Simultaneously there is a need to respect much that is collective in Indigenous tradition. 
How does deep attachment to the land and the hamlOnies of nature fit with the drive for 
profit and success? 

LakQ/a philosophy is: each indiridual ;s responsible for thelllsell'('s. AI/d eacl! 
individual was bom "'itfla giJi of sOllie kind to develop and 10 share will! Ihe 
people . ... We need /Q filld whallhal giJi is within ol/rseh·es. (Albert White Hat) 

Tribal ell/reprel/eurs tend 10 tflink about ... hullhey 're doing for their comlllulli· 
ty instead of thinking abom how their business;s actually goil/g to sU/"l·il'('. 111ey 
hm'e 10 Ihillk uboul bOlh. (Gerald Shennan) 

Another major theme concerned "partnership" and all forms of interface with main-
stream culture. 

No culture is stalic. II challges all the tillle. Language chal/ges al/ the rime. 
To me il S a //Ialler of how we deal lI'ilh change ,hal S inevilable. We have 10 

look al"Ound us and see whm is it lhal we really ,,'(JIII to presen'e in lerms of 
our idelltil), as tribal people and AmericlllI Indim/s ami Ihen lake sleps 10 

do Ilral. (Perry Horse) 

For Australian Indigenous leader Noel Pearson this need tofind ways to reconcile and 
blend the best in mainstream and lndigenous cultures was and is the number one issue for 
Indigenous entrepreneurship. The key is not just to recognize the problems but to find the 

right paths \0 travel to fix the problems. 

All 40 of the respondents expressed, to varying degrees, the belief that the paths to an 
entrepreneurial future could come directly from the heartland of Indigenous tradition if 
only we understood that tradition well enough and were adventurous enough to use it cre
atively. Richard Trudgen spoke for many respondents when he argued that Indigenous her
itage has been so baltered by mainstream culture that many young Indigenous people them
selves now doubt its power and value. Yet, despite all problems, the respondents in this 
study believed that the strenf.,,'Ih of Indigenous tradition was robust enough and the spirits 
of individual Indigenous people were adventurous enough that paths 10 economic self
detemtination can and will be found. No one expressed this more potently or joyously than 
Lenore Dembski, a female Aboriginal entrepreneur who, when asked what she thought was 
the biggest positive factor in the entire arena of Indigenous entrepreneurship, said: 

Well it's the fact that we-my Aboriginal people-we're so smart. For thou
sands of ycars wc found ways to livc richly in dcserts and hard placcs whcrc 
other people might have just shrivelled and dicd. And dcspite all the mistreat
mcnt ofthc last two hundrcd ycars, wc'rc still hcrc: wc'rc still trying. Wc'rc 
resilient you know. (Lenore Dembski ) 
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Every one of our respondents believed that a blend of Lndigenous tradition with sheer, 
Indigenous "smartness" is an essential key to the future. 

Theoretical S alllratioll 

The constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: passim) was the funda
mental technique used \0 distill the core paradigm concepts and relationships from the 
communication blocs contained in our interview data. It was an iterative process of theo
ry development whereby concepts and relationships were formulated as categories and 
their properties. The data were constantly revisited seeking ever more parsimonious cate
gorization until we believed we had obtained the minimum set of fundamental issues, 
boundary conditions and laws capable of defining the paradigm. At this point, the cate
gories were "theoretically saturated" so that further data revisits and new incidents in the 
data ceased to contribute to understanding. The grounded theory had "solldified" and it 
was appropriate to articulate it using the paradigm matrix (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 fonnu lates three essential elements, three boundary statements, and seven 
laws. The paradigm of Indigenous entrepreneurshi p is thus described (minus its success 
rules and instrumentation requirements as discussed above). We provide brief amplifica
tions of the three essential elements of the paradigm. 

I. The heritage positioning index. If heritage and the importance of lndigenous culture 
do not constitute an issue for a given venture, then we may not be talking about 
lndigenous entrepreneurship, even though the particular enterprise may have a degree 
of lndigenous ownership or involvement. It might be adequately studied as part of the 
entrepreneurial mainstream. The idea of an "index" is metaphorical, not literal. What 
is required is some explicit treatment of the degree to which heritage matters and influ
ences the management and growth of the enterprise under scrutiny in the study. 
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2. The aU/onomy-accountability neflmrk. Among the respondents in our study, there 
was a multiplicity of concerns about the degree of Indigenous autonomy that distin
guishes one venture from another and the range of stakeholders to whom the venture 
must account for its perfonnance and for whom it must provide rewards. Thinking of 
this set of concerns as a network pennitted distillation of a single, elemental issue. 
3. The twin skills inventO/y. The previous elemental issues imply but do not specify 
the need for significant participants in an entrepreneurial process to possess a relevant 
mixture of technical and cultural skills. 

Discu ssion 

Initial Utility oflhe Paradigm 

Our investigation of Indigenous entrepreneurship research began with two questions. 
What are the boundaries of this field? What should be studied within it? The discovered 
paradigm provides some answers. The new question becomes how can the paradigm be 
used? 

Initially, its principal utility will be as a taxonomic device. Studies can now be prof
itably classified and arranged in meaningful clusters. Two brief examples of hypothetical 
studies will illustrate. Venture I is a casino, situated on an Indian reservation, and run in 
partnership with a non-Indigenous company. It employs a mixture oflndigenous and non
Indigenous labor and has a policy of distributing a fixed percentage of profits to the trib
al council, which seeks to use the surplus as a ventme fund for stimulating local small 
business. This venture would rate very low on heritage positioning but might profitably 
be studied to learn about important issues of partnering, governance and skills transfer. 
Venture 2 is a business totally owned by Indigenous members of a remote, desert com
munity in central Australia. They are learning to use the internet as a marketing tool to 
promote the sale of an they wish to make available to the world market. Just as important 
is what they do not wish to sell. By controlling their own company, they seek to protect 
certain sacred an works against the possibility of ever being seen by uninitiated outsiders. 
This enterprise rates highly on heritage but is largely accountable only to itself. A few 
technical (mainly internet) skills are important- but not many. The learning that comes 
from researching this venture might be focused on the use of modem business skills in the 
service of heritage protection. 

Investigations on both ventures would occupy very different but possibly equally valu
able " learning niches" in the Indigenous entrepreneurship research "space." More gener
ally, scholars and practitioners may find the paradigm useful as a device for focusing 
research interest on specific topics needing urgent investigation. This focus can now be 
achieved without losing contact with the context that distinguishes Indigenous entrepre
neurship from all other fields. 

FUlllre Research DirectiOils 

Thi s study was intended as merely the first stage of a research sequence, which we 
have labeled the Indigenous Entrepreneursh ip Paradigm Project (IEP'). Paradigm build
ing wi l I continue through many more interviews embracing many more states and nations. 
Hopefully, paradigm usage will itself generate feedback and critique. Projects envisaged 
include a longer version of this paper with more space devoted to literature survey, theo
ry, methodology and insights from respondents; a retrofitting study using the paradigm to 
classify, arrange and draw cumu lative conclusions from many existing studies in the field ; 
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replication studies using the same research procedures in other countries with Indigenous 
populations (Canada, New Zealand, Africa and Norway have been canvassed); a book 
exploring the history, problems and prospects of Indi genous entrepreneurship in Australia 
using the paradigm as a framework; and the search for support to establish an international 
journal of Indigenous entrepreneurship. Collaboration, extension and critique by scholars 
in all branches of the social sciences and humanities is invited. 

Using Traditio" as a Path ro illllOl'atioll 

The major lesson learned in this study was that Indigenous entrepreneurs can use their 
heritage- they don't have \0 lose it when they set out in pursuit of venture success. The 
Dreaming in Australia, the realm of the Great Spirit in the Americas and all Indigenous 
spiritual and cultura l traditions, wherever they are found , can be positive entrepreneurial 
forces. These traditions offer not a closed book of immutable scripture, but an open uni· 
verse of continuous possibi lity. The potent allegories of Indigenous tradition can show the 
way to what might be-as well as what has been. There need be no paradox, no contra
diction, no values sacrifice, no fals e dichotomy between heritage and innovation. The 
teachings of many Indigenous tradit ions are rich in stories of brave-hearted, individual 
men and women in quest of new knowledge, new ways of doing things, new discoveries 
leading to a better life for many people. 

Indigenous tradition echoes to the footsteps of brave spirits on new paths. That is 
where entrepreneurs travel. Now they have a map. 
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